*SUMMER COURSES*

ENROLL NOW! ^_^/

Session A: June 24 – August 2 (6 weeks)

- Spanish 1 – Elementary Spanish (8 spots left total)
- Spanish 3 – Elementary Spanish (33 spots left total) ***
- Spanish 4 – Intermediate Spanish (11 spots left total) ***
- Spanish 10 – Intensive Elementary Spanish (5 spots left total) ***
- Spanish 25 – Advanced Spanish Composition – ONLINE COURSE (10 spots left) *
- Spanish 28A – Spanish for Special Purposes: Medical (2 spots left total) **
- Spanish 42 – Iberian Cultures (21 spots left total)
- Spanish 150 – Topics in Contemporary Studies: Lecture 3 (8 spots left total)
- Spanish 170 – Topics in Media, Interdisciplinary, and Transhistorical Studies: Lecture 4 (13 spots left total)

Session C: August 5 – September 13 (6 weeks)

- Spanish 1 – Elementary Spanish (12 spots left total)
- Spanish 5 – Intermediate Spanish (7 spots left) ***
- Spanish M35 – Spanish, Portuguese, and Nature of Language (18 spots left total)
- Spanish 44 – Latin American Cultures (3 spots left total) ****
- Spanish 119 – Introduction to Literary Analysis (12 spots left total)
- Spanish 160 – Topics in Spanish Linguistics: Lecture 1 (14 spots left total)

*New online course!*

**New course – Great fit for pre-med, nursing, and medical students!**

***Satisfies Foreign Language Requirement!***

****Satisfies GE: Diversity Requirement!****